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       “3 Seconds”                                                                          
Consider for 3 seconds what it takes  
to make a historical documentary.  

I'm looking for a picture to portray downtown Murfreesboro, TN during the 
Civil War.  Why?  Because after the Battle of Stones River, the 11th Regi-
ment, (our boys) remained in the town through the winter before heading 
east to their next assignment.  To find the picture I can visit libraries, ar-
chives and photo galleries, without leaving the comfort of my studio.  The 
good news is, there are thousands to choose from.  The bad news is, there 
are thousands to choose from.  

I find such a photograph on Google Images. But before I use the photo I 
must check to see if someone holds its copyright. So I visit the website 
from  which this photo was sampled – www.rutherforcountytn.gov.  On 
the site I notice the photo was 
used, “Courtesy of Shacklett's 

Photography.”   So I track down Shacklett's Photography and make 
a phone call and explain,  “I'm making a film for my local historical 
society about the 11th Volunteer Regiment of Michigan in the Civil 
War, and would like to include this photo in the film.”      

Gloria, the daughter of the owner who began the photography 
business 80 years ago, immediately responds, “What an interesting 
project you're working on.”  She knows precisely the photo I'm talk-
ing about.  It's part of their historical collection that they have been 
building for decades.  I tell her I will list her business in the credits 
and will send her a copy of the film when it is complete.  She happily grants me the rights to use the photo, but 
requests $25.00 to send me a higher resolution copy to use in the film.  This was an easy find.  And $25.00?  
That's cheap.  Rights to use photos like this can cost much more.   

This 3 second story has just begun.  Now, I must determine how the photo is edited into the program.  Where                                          
             (Continued  p2) 

 We are saddened to announce that the premiere of our latest “Windows to Our Past” film, 
Journey of the 11th, has been postponed due to the coronavirus pandemic. We were so ex-
cited to present this musical and cinematic experience with special guests including the 
Sturgis Wind Symphony and Civil War reenactors. However, our first priority is to keep our 
audience safe and healthy. A large gathering for this event could potentially infect many 
people. Until it is safe to do so, we will not be showing any films in large group formats. 
Keep watching our social media pages on Facebook and Instagram to be the first to know 
when the event is rescheduled. While we can't show you the film yet, please enjoy this de-
scription of one part of the filmmaking process: 

JOURNEY 
OF THE 

11th                              

Mike Mort 

http://www.sturgismuseum.org
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“3 Seconds” (Continued) 
will it go?  Precisely how long will it appear?  Will there be sound effects associated with the image.  Will I “cut” 
in and out?  Or will there be dissolves?  How long should those dissolves be?    
I must also clean the photo up a bit.  So in Photoshop, I remove some of the distracting scratches in the image, 
fix the washed-out areas, and recalibrate luminance levels throughout.  Finally, I’m ready to put the image in 
the film.  But as I do this, I must change its aspect ratio, and again balance the luminance levels to match the 
levels of the image in front of it and back. Do I keep it black and white?  Or, do I add a hint of sepia?   
I play the edit many times adjusting its point of entry and exit, down to a 30th of a second.  (No exaggeration.)  
In editing, everything matters, and for this three seconds to work well I must consider what is being said during 
its appearance in the program, along with the tempo of the narrative.  I also must consider the music which ac-
companies this special part of the film.  It appears at a critical transition in the story when the troops spend the 
winter in Murfreesboro before they march to Chattanooga.  I choose to cut the photo in and make a long dis-
solve out to a wooded snowy scene and then to the campground just outside town.  It is a magical moment in 
the film.  And, its success is dependent on every little step that was taken in the pursuit and use of this one 
photo, which only appears for 3 seconds.  
“Journey of the 11th” will be approximately 50 minutes long.  That's 3000 seconds!  So this process will repeat 
many more times.  I hope this story has given you some enjoyable insight into what it takes to make a historical 
documentary like Journey of the 11th. I can't wait for you to see the film.  It is turning out to be quite wonderful.  
I think you're going to really like it. . . for much more than 3 seconds! 

                                                  FROM THE DIRECTOR’S DESK                 Jenifer Blouin Policelli 
In 1998, historians Roy Rosenzweig and David Thelen published research that showed 
people trust history museums more than any other source for learning about history. At 
the close of 2019, the Sturgis Historical Society was feeling that trust from our commu-
nity. We were celebrating a banner year and looking forward to another strong and 
fruitful season in 2020. With the success of the “Windows to Our Past” films, exciting 
new programs, and generous responses to our fundraising appeals, we had every reason 
to believe that 2020 only would build upon that success. We were in the midst of a 
golden moment where we had found our groove in the community, our own niche to 
connect with the public. 
Then, of course, the pandemic hit. Each of us has his or her own version of the “and then the pandemic hit” mo-
ment. It looks different from person to person and from business to business, but we all share in living through 
this era-defining moment, a historic before-and-after. For the Sturgis Historical Society, the “after” looks like a 
postponed premiere of Journey of the 11th, an uncertain opening day for the Museum’s 2020 season, cancelled 
events, missed fundraising opportunities, and fewer options all around for connecting with our audience. All of 
this is certainly very disappointing. Will we be able to regain the momentum we had coming into 2020? Will we 
be able to maintain the public’s trust in us as a history museum? We don’t have the answers to those questions, 
but we do strongly believe that the best way for our visitors to learn about Sturgis history is in person at the Mu-
seum or at one of our events. Until we can do that again, we are looking for creative ways to reach out to our 
community and keep educating the public about our town’s past. Leading the charge in finding ways to engage 
our audience is our COVID-19 task force. This group is made up of myself, members from our Board of Directors, 
and SHS volunteers. Our hope is that we can continue to cultivate the trusting relationship between ourselves 
and the public. 
One way we hope to do this is through our project to collect stories from Sturgis residents living in the time of 
coronavirus. While we don’t yet know the full effects of this pandemic, we can be sure that there will be im-
mense economic, social, and public health challenges ahead. It is important then, that we gather stories from  
                                                                                                                                                                          (Cont. p3) 
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                                                                      FROM THE PRESIDENT’S PEN                                                    Jackie Persing                         

Greetings, 

 Welcome to a brave new world. I hope everyone is doing well and staying safe.  As history 

people, which we all are, this is incredibly historic.  What is happening now we studied in 

school, took a test, passed, had recess and forgot about it!  Not so easy now.  Never 

thought I would say I’m sick of recess..... that was my best subject! But I am sick of it now! 

Of course, we are all disappointed. Plans were being made to open the Museum in 

May and open Sturgis Fest in June with Journey of the 11th. This film was going to be a phe-

nomenal opening with the Wind Symphony playing along with the premiere at the Sturges

-Young Center for the Arts. We must refocus and come up with some incredible ideas to generate not only reve-

nue, but ways and ideas to keep and protect the community’s interest that we have all worked hard to build.  

The next several weeks will bring more communication from the state of Michigan in regards to what busi-

nesses will be opening back up.  Jenifer and I will be staying in contact and we will pass along to you when 

things might get hopping.  My gut feeling is that things will be on tilt for the rest of this year. I can only hope 

not.  Take care and stay safe.                                                               

From the Director’s Desk (Continued)  
people in our community so that we can preserve their first-hand experiences. We put out the call for journal 
entries, videos, works of art, and other mediums that will help us tell the story of this pandemic to future gen-
erations. We’ve already received submissions that will be invaluable primary resources for teaching about life 
during COVID-19. Please consider adding your own story to our growing collection.  
 
Here at the Sturgis Historical Society, we take Rosenzweig and Thelen’s findings seriously. We are proud to be 
the trusted source for history in our community. We are committed to bringing you accurate descriptions of 
Sturgis’s past and preserving historical resources for generations to come. We are grateful for our visitors and 
the supporters who give to us so generously. Thank you for trusting us with our town’s history. 

COVID-19 Stories Project 
Sturgis Historical Society invites Sturgis residents to document their experiences during the novel coronavirus 
pandemic. Our mission as a historical society is to preserve our town's 
historical resources for the enjoyment and education of future gen-
erations. We are living in an exceptional time and have an opportu-
nity to create invaluable primary resources that will help posterity 
understand what it was like to live during this period. Help us accom-
plish this goal by sharing your story.  
Here are the kinds of things we are looking for: 
- journals and diaries (single entries or entire bound volumes; typed 
or hand-written) 
- narratives, letters, poetry, or other written pieces 
- photographs (printed or digital JPEG files) 
- graphic art including drawings, paintings, and digital art 
-3D art 
-audio and video files 
We will not accept items that cannot be made available to the public. 
Please direct questions to Jenifer Blouin Policelli, Museum Director, at sturgismuseum@gmail.com 
To conveniently share the story of how COVID-19 has affected your life, please fill out our online survey.  

 

mailto:sturgismuseum@gmail.com
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfH0CYrZMPmSBTl27o-e-iXK7q7YvyvdzvB7xuAsIsKHyZDag/viewform?usp=sf_link
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The Sturgis Area Model 
Railroaders are making 
great progress on the 
model railroad. We 
have completed the  
main line, it is opera-
tional and we are in the 
process of “debugging” 
it. About half of the in-
dustrial siding is in, the remaining sidings and large freight yards 
will be next on our list of many things to do.  
 
The Golden Spike ceremony planned for June will not take place 
due to COVID-19 virus which has stopped our progress at the 
Freight House. Once we are allowed to work on the layout, a 
new target date will be established for the ceremony. At the 
present time, some of the modelers are building structures and 
other items at home, which will help the construction progress 
when we are allowed to get back into the Freight House. 

MODEL TRAIN ROOM Doug Van Meter 

STURGIS HISTORICAL SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP DUES  
The time has come to pay membership dues for the 2020-2021 season! We are also accepting new members at 
this time. If you love Sturgis history and want to preserve it for generations to come, this is the group for you. 
Enjoy early access to events and invitations to our members-only programming by becoming a member or re-
newing your membership today. 
 
Membership Dues: 
Individual: $25 
Household: $45 
Membership Cycle: June 1st – May 31st 
 
Name:      ___________________________________________________ 

Address:  ___________________________________________________ 
Phone:     ___________________________________________________ 
Email:       ___________________________________________________ 
                •$25 Individual                               •$45 Household•                   $______Additional Donation 
 
Please fill out and mail with payment to: 
Sturgis Historical Society 
101 S. Jefferson St. 
Sturgis, MI 49091 
(make checks payable to Sturgis Historical Society) 
OR:  
NEW! Pay your membership dues securely on our website via PayPal!  Visit: 
sturgismuseum.org/membership.php 
 

Cut Here 

River Bend 

http://www.sturgismuseum.org/membership.php
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                   VETERANS’ ORAL HISTORIES  
                   ARE BEING ADDED TO OUR COLLECTION 

During our winter hiatus, we have been interviewing veterans from WW II, Korea and Vietnam, and will be in-
cluding them in the museum’s oral history collection. The response to participate in these interviews has been 
above and beyond what we could have imagined, especially the number of Vietnam veterans willing to share 
their stories. These interviews, along with personal pictures, will be permanently displayed in scrapbooks in the 
War Memorial exhibit in the South Hall of the Depot Museum.  
We will be doing interviews with post-Vietnam era to present day veterans once we catch up with the older vet-

erans. However, if you would 
leave contact information 
now, you will be on our list 
for future interviews. 
This idea is the result of visi-
tors’ suggestions to honor 
veterans in addition to those 
who gave their lives in the 
line of service. Little by little, 
as we gathered interviews for 
each of our war exhibits over 
the last three years, our col-
lection began to grow. What 
seemed as a monumental 
task gathering information 
for hundreds of men and 
women has become manage-
able with the help of veter-
ans and their families willing 

to share. If you know any veteran or if you have a relative or friend who has passed away and you want to in-
clude his or her story, please contact Dianne Gorsuch, (269)-651-1412 or diannegorsuch@hotmail.com.  This has 
become a retired history teacher’s dream job! 

Dianne Gorsuch 

                   Veteran Oral History Project  
Please fill out and return to:                         Sturgis Historical Museum 

ATTN: Dianne Gorsuch 
101 S. Jefferson St. 
Sturgis, MI 49091 

 
*note: by being interviewed, you are agreeing to allow Sturgis Historical Society to record your story and share 

it with the public for educational and historical purposes. 
 
Name: ________________________________________________________________________ 
Address: ______________________________________________________________________ 
Phone: ________________________________________________________________________ 
Email: ________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Branch(es) served: ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Dates of service (beginning – end): _________________________________________________ 

Cut Here 

mailto:diannegorsuch@hotmail.com
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                              2020 EXHIBITS 
 
Working on the physical exhibits at the museum is difficult when we can't be at the museum! However, the im-
portant jobs of planning and research go on despite the quarantine restrictions. When restrictions are lifted, 
people will want to be out and about, and we're planning to have interesting 
things for them to see at the museum. 
This year in the War Years Exhibit, we'll be highlighting the Civil War. This was 
the obvious choice because of the premiere of Journey of the 11th, and we're 
hoping that this exhibit will allow visitors to the museum to experience more of 
the Civil War history as they get close to artifacts and informative text. We 
have some amazing pieces from the war--swords, a uniform cap, a drum, docu-
ments, and a fife to name a few—so we are excited for museum guests to ex-
amine them. 

 
In the Business Exhibit, we will showcase the Kirsch Company. In past 
years, we’ve displayed a compilation of objects from various businesses, so 
this display will be different because we will focus on one company which 
allows us to show more depth and more details. We have quite a collection 
of Kirsch items in our inventory and the Kirsch Company had a dramatic 
impact on our town, so it was an obvious 
choice for this display. In future years, we will 
produce similar displays for other businesses. 
 

2020 marks the 100th anniversary of women receiving the right to vote in our na-
tion. In celebration of that milestone, look for more information about women in 

the museum.  We know they played important 
roles, but they weren’t always recognized, and 
we’d like to improve that. You may have noticed 
that Mrs. Wait’s photograph was added to a dis-
play last year. This year look for a picture and more 
information about Ardillacy Sturgis. (John Sturgis 
didn't create his great family legacy by himself!) 
The accomplishments and contributions of other influential women will also 
be scattered throughout our exhibits. 
As always, we continue to make changes and 
improvements throughout the museum. Some 

of these adjustments come because we get additional information and update 
the exhibits to reflect that.  
 
Look for changes like this in the Native American Exhibit. Some of the modifica-
tions are simply to keep things interesting and have variety in the museum from 
year to year. Look for changes like this in the Education Exhibit. Finally, some dif-
ferences occur because we have more artifacts than we could possibly display all 
at once, so we must rotate things. Look for changes like this in the furniture we 
display.  
One final note. We are making history ourselves as we experience this global 
pandemic. Write your feelings and experiences down in a journal, take pictures, 
and keep things of interest. Who knows? Your records may be important in a future exhibit in the Sturgis His-
torical Museum - At the Depot. 

 Kelly Franks 
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AN EDUCATOR WITH A BACKSTAGE PASS  
by: Eden Hile (Education Committee) 

 
The Sturgis Historical Museum - At the Depot is by far one of Sturgis’s greatest 
treasures. As you enter, you are surrounded with technology from the past to 
the present. The walls are covered with history and the touch screens provide 
you with more information than you can imagine. I have the privilege of serv-
ing as a teacher in this community and volunteering at the museum. I take de-
light in being both a docent and member of the mu-
seum’s Education Committee. This year I felt like an 
educator with a backstage pass, as I helped organ-
ize field trips to the museum. Being able to truly 
explain to students what they were seeing really 
allowed me to make the museum my classroom. 
The museum has hosted several student groups of 
various ages. All have been successful and ex-

tremely rewarding. Students are greeted by Jenifer, the Director of the Museum, 
who invites them to join her in the south hall where Edison lights hang above them. 
Students are then divided into two groups, each to tour half the museum and then 
trade places. Depending on which way you travel you may be practicing your Morse 
Code, listening to Judge John Sturgis’s travels, or entering the War Years. Each stu-
dent is provided with a booklet, which is designed for all ages to use. It takes you on a journey beginning with 
those native to Sturgis hundreds of years ago and ending with incredible industries our town has supported. It is 
packed with activities to enjoy both in and out of the museum. So, educators book your field trips and find out 
how the Sturgis Prairie was settled! 

WREATH SILENT AUCTION  
Our annual silent auction fundraiser is coming up this summer! After the success of 2019’s “Take a Seat” chair 
auction, we are excited to see what our artists come up with! 
The theme for 2020 is WREATHS!  
 
We hope that while you’re stuck at home you can get busy cre-
ating. Don’t feel limited to holiday-themed wreaths, make your 
design whatever you want! Some ideas include: Christmas, 
Easter, Halloween, baby, garden, sports, college, spring, sum-
mer, fall, and winter. The only limit is your own imagination! 
Please consider making and donating a wreath to support the 
Sturgis Historical Society. 
 
Contingent on COVID-19 guidelines, wreaths are due by the first 
week of August. They will be on display and open for public bid-
ding from August 8 – 22 at Sturges-Young Center for the Arts. 
 
Interested in contributing a wreath? Sign up here 
Or email us at sturgismuseum@gmail.com 
Keep checking our Facebook and Instagram feeds for more updates and photos of completed wreaths! 

 
Hurry! We are only accepting 100 total wreaths! 

Joan Franks 

https://forms.gle/fkmokeJJDvhkmx138
mailto:sturgismuseum@gmail.com
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Consider Volunteering 
 “Volunteers don’t  

necessarily have the time;  
they just have the heart.” 

Elizabeth  Andrew 

 Collections and cataloging 
 
 Event planning and set-up 
 
 Gift Shop attendant 
 
 Graphic artist 

 Greeter (Museum tour guide) 
 
 Maintenance/handyman projects 
 
 Research team 
 
 I have this skill to offer:  

___________________________ 

  VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES 

 
The Museum is always looking for a helping hand! Whether you’re a bubbly people-person or an introvert who 
works best alone; a design-oriented artist or an analytic investigator – we need your talents! Whatever your 
personality type, we have a job for you! Please consider volunteering at the Sturgis Historical Museum and 
Freight House. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Cut Here 

Check your interests below and mail the form to: 
      Sturgis Historical Museum  101 S. Jefferson St., Sturgis, MI 49091 

 
Name: __________________________________________________________________ 
 
Phone number____________________________________________________________ 
 
Email Address:____________________________________________________________ 
 
I’d like more information about volunteering in the following area(s): 

  

  
  
  
  
  

      

  

 
 
 
 
DID YOU KNOW that when you make a purchase from 
Amazon, you could be sending a percentage of your payment 
directly to the Sturgis Historical Society?  
 
Go to: 
smile.amazon.com, select "Sturgis Historical Society" as the     
beneficiary, and make your purchases as you normally 
would! 
 
During this time of social distancing, this is a quick and easy way to contribute to the  
Sturgis Historical Society.      

Happy Shopping!!      

Cut Here 
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STURGIS HISTORICAL SOCIETY SUPPORTERS  
Sturgis Historical Society is thrilled to recognize the support of many individuals and businesses who financially 
support our work. Thank you! 

Donors December 2019  -  April 20, 2020 
       

       
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Policelli, Matthew and Jenifer Blouin 
Schaeffer, Sara Sue and Don Amidon 
Sisson, Skip and Barb 
Warstler, Jerry and Jan 
Washington, Von and Fran 

Brenneman, Mary Beth 
Brothers, Barbara 
Ebert, Art and Sarah 
Falkenstein, Mary Lou 
Franks, Newell and Kelly 

Kirsch, Mark and Allison 
Matson, Byron and Judy 
Meabon, Loren 
Mecklenburg, Gary and Erma 
Nasser, Jeffrey and Nancy 
Persing, Jackie 

Station Agents ($250-499): 
Arend, Earl 
Avildsen, Howard 
Melchi, Eugene and Bobette 
Metz, Gary 
Wiedlea, John and Ann

Engineers ($500-999): 
Carmichael, John and Jill 
Gorsuch, Paul and Dianne 
Mohney, Jeffrey 

Flagmen ($150-249): 
Buhl, Arnie and Ethel 
Franks McConnell, LeeAnn 
Haylett, Ned and Mary 
Van Meter, Doug and Ann 
Yoder, Floyd and Karen Supporters: 

Blouin, Charlie 
Gearring, Doris 
Mroczkowski, Nancy 

Conductors ($1,000+): 
Kirsch Family Trust 

Silver Spike ($500-999): 
Tuffy Service Center 

INDIVIDUALS: 

Bronze Spike ($250-499): 
Ayres Insurance Agency 
Douglas J. Hopkins Builder, Inc. 

Golden Spike ($1,000+): 
Burr Oak Tool Inc. (made possible by a grant from the Newell A. and Grace A. Franks Fund, a fund within the 
Sturgis Area Community Foundation) 
Oak Press Solutions Inc. (made possible by a grant from the Newell A. and Grace A. Franks Fund, a fund within 
the Sturgis Area Community Foundation) 
Sturgis Bank & Trust Company 

BUSINESSES: 

   Interested in giving to the Sturgis Historical Society?  
We would appreciate it! We are a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization that operates solely on generously donated 
funds. Help support our mission of history education in Sturgis by making a tax-deductible donation today. 
 
To conveniently donate via PayPal or a credit/debit card, scan the QR code, 
Or click here 
 
You may also mail your donation to: 
Sturgis Area Community Foundation 
310 North Franks Avenue 
Sturgis, MI 49091 

Make checks payable to SACF – Sturgis Historical Society 

Passengers ($50-149): 

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=QV8RRSSAQZSDS&source=url
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Sturgis Historical Museum 
At the Depot 

101 South Jefferson Street 
Sturgis MI, 49091 

CALENDAR 
*Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we cannot guarantee the date, time, and format of Museum open hours or     
events. Museum hours and events are subject to be postponed, cancelled, or otherwise altered. Please con 
tact us or check our social media accounts for the most up-to-date information. 
 
Museum and Freight House Hours (beginning May 30th): 
Thursdays:  10:00 am – 4:00 pm 
Fridays:  10:00 am – 4:00 pm 
Saturdays:  10:00 am – 2:00 pm 
 
The Museum and Freight House will be open for the following events: 
Museum Opening Weekend 2020: 

Members Only Preview Night: Friday, May 29th, 4:00 pm – 6:00 pm 
General Public Opening Day: Saturday, May 30th, 10:00 am – 2:00 pm 
General Public Opening Day: Sunday, May 31st, 12:00 pm – 4:00 pm 

Music on North: Friday, July 31st, 5:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
Sturgis Fest 2020: August 17th – 22nd (Museum and Freight House dates and times TBD) 
Music on North: Friday, August 28th, 5:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
Summer’s End: Friday, September 18th, 5:00 pm – 9:00 pm 
Sturgis BBQ Fest: Saturday, October 10th, Hours TBD 
Small Business Saturday: Saturday, November 28th, 10:00 am – 2:00 pm 
Christkindlmarkt: December 3th – 5th, Hours TBD 
Sip n’ Stroll: Saturday, December 4th, 4:00 pm – 8:00 pm 


